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ABSTRACT Trust Modelling and Management (TMM) techniques are frequently applied in ad-hoc
DistributedWireless Networks (DWNs) to stimulate and improve cooperation between network nodes. TMM
facilitate DWNs in building a trust network that assures reliability of communication channels, offers an
additional layer of security, and enables group decision making processes. Likewise, TMM became in the
past decades an attractive solution for solving problems in cooperative ad hoc DWN. The proposed solutions
focus on modelling trust in a social-centric approach to maintain a system where nodes trust each other,
and detect untrustworthy (malicious) neighbours. The work at hand considers a time span of three years,
from 2020 to 2022, where the scientific research in the domain of TMM and DWN is analysed. Our survey
aggregates over 130 research papers and investigates the quality of experimental assessment done by each
work. Additionally, we establish an indication on the level of experimental analysis done by each study from
a TMM security perspective. Lastly, the survey offers a trust ontology, a general overview of a trust models,
together with a concise description of trust threats to facilitate the reader’s understanding of TMM.

INDEX TERMS Trust modeling and management, distributed wireless networks, ad-hoc networks.

I. INTRODUCTION
The communication system called DWN creates a bridge
between networking domains, such as Internet of Things
(IoT), Wireless Ad Hoc Networks (WANETs) and Vehicular
Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs), which links together com-
mon features scattered from each research domain. DWNs
can be implemented as ad hoc, implying the lack of a
static infrastructure, in comparison to traditional networking
systems, where the topology is known. Particularly, nodes
can spontaneously join and leave the network and act as
consumers and servers. Message exchanges happen in a
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peer-to-peer fashion [1], which allows these systems to
be self-governing. Likewise, each network’s member is
responsible for forwarding and routing packets, offering
access to network services, and participating in group
decision making processes [2].

DWNs are considered more prone to cyber threats and
attacks, due to their ad hoc nature [3]. In general, malicious
actors can eavesdrop on wireless communication channels
to intercept and alter packets on the fly, mimic legitimate
network nodes in systems where strong encryption is not
present, and target encryption and authentication protocols
to exploit improper security practices [4]. In collaborative
DWNs, malicious actors have a different attack scope.
Instead of conducting a disruptive cyber attack in the
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traditional sense (e.g., denial of service), their intention is
to maintain persistence over a longer period of time. The
replication of normal networking behaviour is meant to
disrupt collaborative processes at a later time (e.g., group
decision and election processes) [5].

The aforementioned security concerns, combined with the
intrinsic properties of DWNs, pushed academic researchers
towards TMM. TMM employs scientific and technical
methods as a means to solve particular problems that involve
trust relationships to be maintained over long periods of time
[6]. Due to its similarity with social networks, from where
trust modelling originates [7], both, include a set of agents.
From this set, an agent, called node, communicates only with
a subset of nodes. Moreover, nodes are required to exchange
trustworthy information among them to facilitate the group’s
well-being. In contrast, malevolent agents, representing
malicious network nodes, should be excluded from the group
through denying the right to participate in group decisions
and information sharing.

TMM stimulates and improves cooperation between net-
work nodes as well as assures a reliable communication
environment which guarantees an additional layer of security
on top of the existing communication channels. A trustworthy
relationship is established between a network node, known as
a trustor, and other nodes known as trustees. The relationship
is considered trustworthy by a trustor, if the trustee can
accomplish a specific task given by the trustor [8]. Trust
modelling shapes how trust evolves in a group composed of
multiple trustors and trustees, based on a series of current
and past observations (trust metrics), to obtain levels of
trustworthiness [7]. Trust management, on the other hand,
focuses on collecting the necessary observations that are
required to establish trustworthy relationships. Additionally,
trust management must dynamically monitor and manage
trust relationships [9].
TMM is capable of building a dynamic trust network,

where the interactions between nodes establish trust rela-
tionships. Moreover, TMM facilitates group formations,
distributed decision making aimed at preserving the network
security, and lastly, network behaviour monitoring and
modelling. From a security perspective, TMM must be
resilient against potential threats, which are a combination of
traditional cyber attacks and a social-behavioural malevolent
demeanour. In a TMM setting, a malicious actor may act
genuinely for a period of time, obtaining as consequence a
high level of trust, only to have dishonest behaviour later [10].
This scenario becomes more complex when malicious nodes
are acting harmfully with everyone, publishing false trust
advertisements, intentionally discriminating certain nodes to
limit access to their services, or alternating their benevolent
and malevolent behaviour to conduct attacks over longer
periods of time [11]. The robustness of the TMM eventually
should be measured based on the resistance against such
attacks.

Our motivation relies on the significant amount of research
papers published in the field of TMM, making it of crucial

importance to systematise and review the acquired academic
knowledge. Multiple previous works [6], [7], [12], [13]
already paved the road for a better understanding of how
trust is measured, modelled and managed in complex DWNs.
Consequently, the present work aims to explore and expand
this effort through the following contributions:
(i) Ontology: Provides clarity on TMM terminology by

building a trust ontology, defining a generic trust model,
and identifying the most noteworthy trust threats.

(ii) Survey: Identifies, outlines and analyses the most
relevant studies targeting TMM in DWNs in the past
3 years (from 2020 to 2022) by following a Review
Protocol (RP).

(iii) Analysis: Investigates and compares research studies by
assessing three indexes: evaluation, validation and threat
resistance.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
In Section II, we provide background information regard-
ing DWN. Section III outlines the relevant related works.
In Section IV, TMM concepts are introduced, together with
trust model ontology, and the potential trust threats. After-
wards, our research methodology is outlined in Section V,
continuing with the comparison and analysis in Section VI.
The paper wraps up with a discussion in Section VII, and
the open research gaps in Section VIII. Finally, the paper
concludes in Section IX.

II. BACKGROUND
DWNs encompass communication systems which contain
multiple wireless devices that collaborate to maintain the
system’s infrastructure. Devices or nodes often communicate
in a peer-to-peer fashion, forwarding and routing packets,
offering network service access to other devices and users,
and participate in group related tasks. Examples of DWN
range from IoT systems, to Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN), ad hoc networks,WANET or newer technologies like
VANET, to mention a few.

In the context of DWN, IoT represents heterogeneous
communication systems, composed of embedded devices that
leverage sensors to capture information on their surrounding
environments [14]. What makes this system smart is the
fact that the information captured from the sensors is meant
for processing to achieve better system automation, decision
making and monitoring. The applicability of IoT in real
life environments range from smart cities [15], industrial
sector [16], environment and agriculture monitoring [17],
transportation [18], or home automation [19].
Compared to IoT which includes feature rich sensing

devices, WSN incorporate a large number (in the order
of tens or hundreds) of computational restricted devices
spread across a large environmental area (e.g., forest) [20].
In both, IoT and WSN, the end devices are tasked with
collecting environment data (e.g., humidity, temperature,
light, movement) which is usually aggregated and further
processed by one or multiple central gateway units. On its
turn, a gateway handles the necessary communication with
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external cloud services which can help in complex data
analysis and visualisation.

A key distinction between IoT andWSN is that the devices
in the latter system, must be capable of self-organisation in
groups (i.e., clusters), require cooperation in task handling,
and need to function with minimum human interaction [20].
Tolerance to faults and system availability represent as well
key features that must be exhibited by WSN. Even if devices
break, or run out of battery, the system must function.
This brings up the ad hoc aspect into discussion, and the
relation between WSN and WANET. The ad hoc element
allows devices to spontaneously join or leave the system (i.e.,
or group) while maintaining in parallel the system’s normal
functioning state [3].

The ad hoc feature is embraced even more, when device
mobility represents a core system requirement. This is
highlighted by DWN such as Mobile Ad Hoc Network
(MANET) and VANET. In these wireless systems, devices
are free to move across a geographic area, the mobility factor
making the network infrastructure more dynamic in terms of
changes, as nodes leave and join groups more frequently [21].

While the section at hand intends to provide a high level
overview of different types of DWN, together with their
key characteristics and relationships, the benefit that TMM
approaches can bring up is clear as system requirements
become more complex. TMM can aid DWN in establish-
ing trustworthy relationships between devices which can
contribute to improved and more reliable communication
(i.e., in case of routing), establish trustworthy group leaders
(i.e., in case of clustering), and selecting the best com-
munication neighbour with a low chance of establishing
communication with a malicious node.

III. RELATED WORK
The related work at hand compiles a succinct overview
of the most notable surveys targeting TMM and DWNs.
Related works are outlined in a chronological order to clearly
display the progress achieved in the literature. To offer a
better overview regarding TMMmethods, we cover a broader
range of DWNs (e.g., IoT, WSN, MANET) where TMM
is applicable. Ultimately, the scope of the review is to
inspire and offer the reader an overview as broad as possible
regarding TMM in DWNs.

The authors of one of the earliest works found [7],
elaborated a literature review of trust modelling methods
in the context of ad hoc networks. Their research demon-
strated a qualitative comparison between different modelling
approaches which were implemented in various domains
(e.g., information or game theory, clustering).

Gómez Mármol and Martínez Pérez [13] brought attention
to several problems present in the literature. Their motivation
lied in the problematic of studies focusing mostly on the
descriptions of the implemented methods, while sufficient
experimental results to demonstrate the accuracy of the
approaches still lacked. For a better understanding of
the accuracy and plausibility of trust models, the authors

developed a specially tailored simulation tool named TRM-
Sim, which permitted the authors to implement several
models to measure and compare their effectiveness and
performance under different conditions targeting close to
reality environments.

Afterwards, Cho et al. [5] put together a clear list
of attacks targeting TMM in MANET. Additionally, the
authors outlined an in-depth analysis of proposed TMM
for MANET, as well as a comprehensive set of definitions
in the context of MANET that usually were found in
different TMM contexts (e.g., Sociology, Economy). Cho
continued her work in [6], pointing out the difficulty
to obtain clear and quantifiable trust metrics due to the
diverse nature of TMM application domains. Furthermore,
the survey aimed to present clear and concise definitions
regarding trust, offering a foundation on how to apply trust
at different layers in a complex network. On the same note,
Guo et al. [24] leveraged further the trust categories defined
by Cho et al. [5] to analyse and categorise service oriented
IoT TMM. Similarly, Amin et al. [25] offered a brief literature
analysis in which problems regarding scalability, adaptability
and network structure are discussed from the point of view of
TMM in IoT.

The survey of Sharma et al. [27] stands out com-
pared to other works, as they explicitly mention for each
analysed study, the input trust metrics together with the
performance metrics used to validate the models. Likewise,
Chahal et al. [28] presented relevant knowledge on trust
metrics with an additional classification and comparison of
TMM’s methods based on their applicability, computational
model, model inputs, evaluation tool and performance
metrics.

InWireless Body Area Network (WBAN), Ayed et al. [29]
emphasised on best practices that pinpoint key elements for
building a TMM, besides providing a literature analysis.
Siddiqui et al. [30] focused on the state of the art of VANET
TMM. The authors summarised attacks and threats on TMM,
categorised most relevant works based on their approach
(e.g., traditional, Bayesian inference, fuzzy, machine learning
and Blockchain), and pointed out several gaps deduced
from the literature survey. The conclusion is that most
works do not answer the problems of threshold computation,
cold start, data scarcity or weight quantification. Similarly,
Ahmed et al. [26] presented the trust terminology under the
umbrella of IoT, together with trust-based studies and trust
related attacks.

More recently, Marche et al. [11] tried to answer the
question if TMM can be trusted, by performing an exper-
imental assessment in a simulation environment using the
‘‘IoT/SIoT’’ dataset [32] with various trust models. In the
same year, Mannix et al. [31] outlined a comprehensive
survey on WSN, where a high-level trust model structure
was presented, with an analysis of trust attacks types, and
a thorough presentation of trust parameters and metrics
used in the literature. Additionally, older studies [26],
[30] considered that trust models keep leveraging static
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TABLE 1. Comparison between the most note-worthy literature surveys targeting TMM and present work. (✓- considered, ✗- not considered, ∼ - partially
considered.)

thresholds instead of dynamic ones in the model decision
making.

Following this analysis, it can be concluded that the
field of TMM matured in time, has clear definitions and
terminology [5], [6], [33], methods and algorithms [28],
[29], [30], [31], and scope in terms of trust collaboration,
threats and threat models [11], [12], [26], [30]. Additionally,
a pattern frequently observed after breaking down the studies
in chronological order, is that the same open issues and gaps
are still found and mentioned, ranging from the generality
of the model, to experimental validation, to thresholds and
weights computation.

To support in solving the gaps, the survey at hand aids in
the following manner. To push towards model generality, our
survey offers a trust ontology and a concise outline of a trust
model. Additionally, our study identifies the most frequently
addressed trust threats/attacks. The motivation relies on the
need for a deep assessment of the quality of work from
the perspective of the model experimental validation in the
presence of trust threats. Lastly, a comparison between the
works presented in this section is given in Table 1. Here,
the surveys analysed are presented in chronological order,
summarising the research domain covered (3rd column),
type of review (4th column), key trust notions addressed
(5th to 7th column), and the type of evaluation conducted
(8th column). Based on our findings, along Marche et al.
[11], the present work is one of the few literature surveys in

the the domain of TMM targeting DWN with a systematic
approach. The added value of our work relies in replicability
of our research, as it allows researchers to follow the steps and
review protocol considered, to reproduce, verify, and extend
the present findings.

IV. TRUST CONCEPTS AND ONTOLOGY
Designing a comprehensive TMMmethod and understanding
its intrinsic properties implies three distinct, yet inter-related
pillars. Pillar one (P-I) supports the fundamental concepts,
definitions and terminology surrounding TMM. The second
pillar (P-II) builds on top of the P-I to establish the most
significant parts which construct a TMM. Lastly, the third
pillar (P-III) addresses the utility of TMM methods when
faced with trust related threats. This foundation is formalised
in the work at hand by building a trust ontology to support
P-I, presenting the fundamental blocks of a trust model for
P-II, and, lastly, identifying the most frequently mentioned
trust threats in the literature for P-III.

A. P-I: TRUST ONTOLOGY
The scope of an ontology is to provide a structure that
defines, analyses, extends and shares domain knowledge [34].
Through a trust ontology, trust concepts together with their
relationships are hierarchically arranged. This structured
approach is meant to aid the reader in understanding
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the terminology leveraged and the background knowledge
relevant to TMM.

The scientific literature offers a diverse palette of trust
ontologies. For example, an automated trust negotiation
ontology-based method was formalised using a description
logic by Liu et al. [35]. To highlight semantic relationships
between nodes and heterogeneous data, authors of [36]
outlined a trust model targeting sensors in pervasive envi-
ronments using an ontology. Similarly, Taherian et al. [37]
constructed an ontology tomodel trust in a similar ecosystem.
Through multiple works, [22], [33] a simple trust ontology
was defined with a common formal semantic to better
describe a comparative analysis of distributed trust models
that employ Bayesian approaches. Particularly, the authors’
analysis asserted that TMM seems similar at the first glance,
but contain subtleties that differentiate themselves in non-
trivial ways. Additionally, there are trust ontologies focused
on other domains than DWNs, such as Information Services
[38], Service Semantics [39] or Cloud Services [40], as well
as more general approaches [41], [42], [43], [44] that still
have TMM as a focus.

Our ontology expands upon the insights offered by
Sharma et al. [27] and Siddiqui et al. [30] in terms
of trust definitions, and the ontology proposed by
Thirunarayan et al. [22]. By gathering this knowledge under
a singular frame, the trust ontology presented in Figure 1
emerged. Accordingly, four main blocks were identified:
(i) Trust relationship: reflects the actual relationship estab-

lished between a trustor and trustee(s).
(ii) Trust aggregation: presents how multiple trust values,

obtained directly or indirectly from peers, are combined
under a unique value [29].

(iii) Trust update: defines the process used to compute the
next trust values [26].

(iv) Trust propagation: outlines the process to exchange and
publish trust information across the network [26].

The trust relationship (i) is subjective in nature, held
by a trustor on one or more trustees. The relationship
can be established in two ways. On one hand, if the
trustor interacts directly with a trustee, the relationship
produces direct trust. Otherwise, if the trustor does not
interact directly with a trustee, the trustor can obtain trust
values from its neighbourhood and consider that as indirect
trust (e.g., recommended trust). The subjectivity aspect of a
trust relationship, and the uncertainty the trustor manifests
when assessing its trust was also pointed out by known works
on trust [6], [45], [46], [47], [48]. Those works further argue
that there is a risk that must be considered by the trustor when
it entrusts a trustee to exhibit a behaviour.
Trust aggregation (ii) or trust computation refers to

the concrete model leveraged to compute trust values.
It utilises a set of input parameters or attributes, named
trust metrics, to compute trust values. In accordance
with Thirunarayan et al. [22], trust aggregation, computa-
tion, or process, can be reputation-based, policy-based
or evidence-based. Methods based on reputation consider

past behaviour over time, the policy focused ones are
restricted to specific constraints for decision making, and the
evidence-based ones demonstrate proofs for evidence.
Trust update (iii) plays the role in triggering the pro-

cess which computes new trust values. This involves new
observations (e.g., trust metrics) to compute direct trust, and
trust recommendations for indirect trust. The conditions in
which this happens may be event-driven, trust information
being propagated only when a specific event takes place,
or periodical, when the scheme is time-driven [29].

According to [24] and [29], trust propagation (iv) can
be of two types: centralised and distributed. Centralised
approaches require trusted entities (e.g., centralised network
members) responsible to propagate the information into the
network. Conversely, distributed trust propagation happens
autonomously where each network node contributes to the
propagation process. This involves operations such as trust
composition, prediction, and formation. The composition
aspect of trust implies a procedure to combine social
related metrics with other sources of trust metrics [26]. The
process of predicting the next trust value is often used in
TMM, especially in Bayesian oriented approaches, as an
intermediate step to validate a trust value propagated from
a trustee. Finally, trust formation is dedicated to combining
multiple trust metrics computed from distinct sources under
a single value.

B. P-II: TRUST MODELLING
Understanding the building blocks of a trust model is a first
step in a model design. By leveraging the aforementioned
trust ontology, a high-level overview of a trust model is
defined. Consequently, four blocks were considered to cover
the functionalities of a trust model: (i) input, (ii) storage,
(iii) computation and (iv) output.

The model input consists of two sources of trust metrics
obtained via the trust propagation process. The first source
represents external input measurements or trust metrics used
by the trustor for direct trust computation. The second input
represents trust recommendation (e.g., indirect trust) received
from neighbours. The computational model handles direct
and indirect trust values to determine the trustworthiness of a
node. The input trust metrics represent an essential element of
the trust model. Based on the thorough analysis of the metrics
from the state of the art, it can be stated that trust metrics
depend on the computational model and on the environment
in which the model runs. This implies that the model’s input
impacts its performance and reliability.

In terms of storage, a model maintains historical observa-
tions, composed of direct and indirect trust values, employed
by the computational model. The intention to store and
use past trust values over a predetermined time window is
to emphasise the effect of past interactions into the future
model’s decisions. This further implies a discard procedure
which forgets outdated trust values accumulated in the time
window considered. Discarding trust values limits the amount
of values taken into consideration in computing trust values.
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FIGURE 1. Trust ontology.

This limits the maximum storage space required by the
model. On the same note, the time window will ultimately
influence the model’s decisions. A wide time window allows
certain trust attacks (e.g., On-off), while a small time window
offers insufficient trust information. An alternative to time
windows is to have a trust aggregation function with the
property to maintain the influence of a trust value at a given
time step for the next time step.

The computation is required to compute direct trust by
considering historical trust observations and trust metric.
Secondly, indirect trust values are computed based on trust
recommendations, direct trust, and historical observations.
Once trust values are computed, the model propagates their
current trust values for a specific neighbour to other models
as recommendation. Lastly, a trust aggregation process takes
a set of recommended trust values and a direct trust value to
compute fused trust value about a specific node.

The fused trust value is leveraged by a trust model to
generate the model output. The fused trust is compared
against a decision threshold to determine if a node is
trustworthy or not.

C. P-III: TRUST THREATS
TMM is ultimately a security mechanism designed to enforce
reliable and trustful interactions within a group of nodes.
Additionally, to the decision making mechanisms, TMM
focuses on punishing uncooperative nodes (e.g., untrustful
nodes) which tend to disturb the expected functional
behaviour of the network. Consequently, it is essential for a
TMM technique to be resilient against threats. Trust attacks

merge aspects from traditional network-oriented attacks
(e.g., Man-in-the-middle (MITM), spoofing, replay), with
malevolent behaviour that individuals exert in social groups.
By inspecting the literature [24], [26], [29], [30], [31], the
following potential trust threats were identified:

• MITM: Interception and/or packet modification.
• Sybil (SYB): Claiming/stealing multiple identities. Used
for self-promoting, or biased/false advertisements.

• On-Off (OO): Continuously switching between honest
and dishonest behaviours. The attack is also known as
traitor, zigzag or garnishing.

• Selective behaviour (SB): Selective offering of services,
discriminatory forwarding or packet dropping. Analo-
gous to On-Off attacks.

• Black-hole (BH): Positive self-advertisement to receive
and drop packets, similar to a sinkhole.

• Bad-mouthing (BM): Advertisement of fake trust/
reputation information. Sometimes called Ballot-
stuffing.

• Collusion (CL): Malicious group advertises biased rec-
ommendations to increase their reputation and decrease
legitimate ones.

• White washing (WW): Rejoining the network/group with
a new identity to wash past bad reputation. Also known
as newcomer attack.

• Impersonation (IMP): Stealing/cloning legitimate iden-
tities to behave maliciously. Also known as counterfeit-
ing, spoofing or identify fraud.

• Generic (GEN): Identifies as general malicious
behaviour.
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FIGURE 2. Review process according to Brereton et al. [49].

To conduct the attacks, the malicious actor must compro-
mise a network node and gain control over it. The success
of the attack depends on the attacker’s capability to execute
the same communication protocols, possibly over a secure
channel, with other nodes in the network. Additionally, the
malicious actor is required to gather information on the
trust model executed in the network to actively influence
other nodes’ trust values. The goal for an attacker which
intends to compromise a trust model, is to obtain high trust
values in the long run to influence the group decision making
processes, remain concealed to alter opinions on specific
nodes, resulting in service disruption, or to forcefully isolate
nodes through false advertisements.

Consequently, the survey at hand considers appropriate
to give the security dimension of TMM a higher level
of attention. Therefore, the trust threats identified in P-III
are attributed within each study surveyed. Furthermore, the
terminology of P-I and P-II is employed in the analysis of the
surveyed works, presented in detail in Section VI.

V. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The core component of a Literature Review (LR) is the
establishment of the RP. The present RP follows the recom-
mendations and guidelines offered byBrereton et al. [49]. The
authors proposed a three-phase methodology, outlining how
to plan, design and conduct the LR. As illustrated in Figure 2,
Phase 1 of the methodology consists of defining the Research
Questions (RQs) intended to be answered by the survey, a RP
that explains each step taken to conduct the research, and the
procedure to validate the RP. In Phase 2, the RP is applied
to identify, select and analyse research studies. Lastly, the
research is documented and validated in Phase 3.

A. PHASE 1: PLANNING
The survey conducts a comparative analysis of TMM
techniques published from 2020 to 2022 in the field of DWN.
According to Brereton et al. [49], the RP outlines in depth
the steps followed during the survey. The RP at hand, was
defined and fine-tuned by all members of the review group

(i.e., authors), to limit incorrectness occurrence during
primary study analysis and data extraction. Here, the term
primary study denotes the articles undergone the review.
Moreover, by having all authors involved in the protocol
design, a more uniform set of results can be obtained, and
bias is limited. The first step in building the RP was to
define the scope of the survey, by identifying the targeted
RQs. Afterwards, the process of searching, selecting, and
categorising research papers was formally defined. Lastly, the
RP was validated internally by the review group individually
as suggested in [49].
The RQs together with the motivation of the paper,

as stated in the introduction of the survey, focus on the
quality of experimental assessments, threat resistance and
security, with an additional emphasis on identifying the core
components and terminology of TMM.
RQ 1: What are the advantages, motivation, and objectives

behind TMM?
RQ 2: What are the most frequently applied TMM meth-

ods?
RQ 3: What are the core components of a generic TMM

technique?
RQ 4: What is the security validation degree undertaken

by studies?
RQ 5: What are the security issues addressed by TMM in

the domain of DWNs?

B. PHASE 2: CONDUCTING
Phase 2 aims to implement the execution of the RP previously
defined. It is composed of the selection and exclusion process
for primary studies from a set of databases, outlining the
criteria for article inclusion in the review, and record the
procedure for clear and reproducible results.

The selection of primary studies started with specifying
a set of databases. Table 2 presents the sources used, side
by side with the number of results obtained. For each
database the advanced search option was used to obtain more
accurate results. It is to note that databases, such as Google
Scholar, were excluded from the search methodology since
preliminary findings yielded a high number of duplicated
primary studies that were already found in existing databases
(e.g., IEEE Xplore, Science Direct). Consequently, the
search methodology was restricted to scientific publishers’
databases.

The first filter applied was to limit the publishing years
of primary studies in the range from 2020 up to 2022. The
second filter refers to the domain of activity, where the search
was limited to primary studies related to DWN in the domain
of Computer Science, excluding published papers in different
areas (e.g., Social Networks, Economics). Furthermore, the
last restriction filters out the article type, to limit the results
only to research papers. Finally, the generic search query was
defined as shown in Table 3.
The primary studies analysed were published under an

open-access policy, or were accessed through research
subscriptions offered by University of Geneva. Manuscripts
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TABLE 2. Databases and query results.

TABLE 3. Search query.

not covered by the access policies mentioned were subjected
to exclusion.

The query key terms were first searched in the primary
article’s title, key words, abstract, and content. This extended
search procedure, while intended to find a higher number
of primary studies, produced a high number of mismatches
as seen in the First Query column of Table 2. To get more
concrete queries, the search was limited to the primary study
title and abstract. The corresponding results can be observed
in the Second Query column of Table 2. Once the studies
were identified and noted, the exclusion process began with
screening the abstract and key words of the studies. Those
that did not fit the survey scope together with duplicated
ones were excluded. By limiting our search to databases
of scientific publishers, and excluding scientific search
engines (e.g., Google Scholar), a low number (approximately
five) duplicated primary articles was found. Afterwards, the
eligibility of the studies was assessed by reviewing the entire
manuscript. Lastly, the scientific contributions of the primary
studies were evaluated, and the last exclusion process took
place. Finally, from 274 articles selected for the survey,
141 papers were excluded based on our RP, resulting in
133 research papers.

C. PHASE 3: DOCUMENTING
Preliminary to writing the review report resulting in the
survey at hand, a template was defined based on which the
documenting phase took place. Consequently, the studies
were grouped according to the technique considered for
TMM. Nine categories were considered to cover the vast
range of papers on TMM. These categories range from
modelling techniques (e.g., Bayesian inference and statistics,
fuzzy theory, belief theory, subjective logic), to routing
and clustering TMM, and Blockchain in several cases for
trust management. Each category is outlined in Section VI
individually and complies with the defined template by

adopting the same formal structure for each subsection. First,
for each category a brief introduction on the topic is given.
Secondly, a succinct study overview outlines most relevant
works and compares them. And thirdly, a table provides
a complete summary of all categorised papers included in
the survey, together with the comparison criteria attributed.
Lastly, the review report resulted was formally analysed by
each member of the review group. The feedback was gather
from each member and assessed to improve the quality of the
survey.

VI. COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS
Since TMMprovides a layer of security on top of a distributed
decision making technique, the authors considered essential
to compare the research papers in the current survey from
a security standpoint. Meaning that, besides providing an
overview of the TMM functionality, the comparison focuses
on pointing out the degree of experimentation undertaken in
each paper, the threats considered in TMM design, and trust
attacks considered in the validation process. Consequently,
three distinct evaluation indexes were defined:
(i) State-of-the-art Comparison Criteria (C1): As the name

suggests, this criterion is concerned with the fact that
the authors compared their proposed work with other
relevant methods already available in the literature.

(ii) Performance Analysis Comparison Criteria (C2): This
index states what scope of experiments the authors
provided to validate their proposed work, in terms of
computation cost, or network performance.

(iii) Threat Evaluation Comparison Criteria (C3): This
index focuses on security evaluation the authors con-
ducted to validate their work.

For these evaluation indexes, three distinct levels of
completeness were defined: (i) considered, denoted by the
check mark symbol (✓), (ii) not considered denoted by an
x-mark (✗), and (iii) partially considered denoted by a tilde
symbol (∼). Here, partially considered denotes the fact that
the index was not fully addressed, and there is not sufficient
evidence to judge the completeness of the work.

Each of these levels of completeness are displayed in the
tables associated with the categories considered in studies’
grouping below. We highlight that in certain cases authors
did not explicitly state trust attacks. Consequently, besides
the mentioned trust attacks from Section IV, a Generic
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attack notion was utilised. This attack was used to cover the
cases when authors discuss and conduct validation against
trust attacks without offering sufficient details, symbolising
a malicious behaviour without particularities.

A. BAYESIAN THEORY AND STATISTICAL MODELS
Bayesian Theory [78] represents the groundwork on top
of which several generalised frameworks (e.g., Dempster-
Shafer Theory (DST), Subjective Logic (SL)) were built
upon. Additionally, as Table 4 depicts, a variety of trust
models were researched. Known as well as Bayes’ theorem,
Bayesian Theory offers a mathematical foundation for cal-
culating probabilities with uncertain information. Bayesian
Theory expresses prior probabilities as a belief about the
likelihood of a given hypothesis. Posterior probabilities
represent the outcome of an updated prior probability once
new observations become available, expressing the new
belief about the hypothesis based on the new observations.
Bayesian inference is introduced as a process meant to
update beliefs on a given hypothesis when new observations
are available. The inference process is accomplished by
computing posterior probabilities for each given hypothesis
based on the observation available and the prior probability,
resulting in a prediction conditioned by past events. These
elements can be brought together under the form of a
Bayesian network, to express under the form of a graph,
or network, the probabilistic relationships between entities.
Being closely related, statistical models on the other hand,
leverages statistical analysis, binomial and multinomial
PDFs, and weighted sums to model trust.

As showcased in Table 4, Bayesian Theory proved its
practicality in several cases. Zhang et al. [50] proposed
An Anti-Attack Trust Management Scheme (AATMS).
AATMS is meant to be resistant against newcomer (e.g.,
or WW), OO and CL attacks. AATMS considers Bayesian
inference to compute direct trust relationships based on local
and past interactions, adopting in parallel a variation of
PageRank [79] for global trust computation. The trust model
proposed by Chen et al. [51] builds direct trust using a
Bayesian inference model based on the beta PDF. In the
approach from [51], the generated trust values are used in a
k-means [80] based recommendation filtering approach to
determine outlier nodes (e.g., untrusted nodes).

Another notable work is that of Rajeswari et al. [52],
which introduced two distinct trust-based algorithms. The
first algorithm is an energy-efficient clustering approach.
As for the second algorithm, an untrustworthy filtering rec-
ommendation algorithm was considered. In both approaches,
direct trust is computed using beta PDF. The output trust
values are further used to build the filtering algorithm meant
to mitigate trust attacks.

Targeting specifically cognitive radio networks, a notable
mention is the work of Fu and He [53], who proposed
a Bayesian inference trust model with sliding window to
identify spectrum sensing data falsification attacks. Similarly,

Gao et al. [54] considered a sliding window approach to
compute trust values to keep the influence of historical
interactions. Additionally, Gao et al. [54] introduces a penalty
factor to put more significance on more recent interactions.

Saidi [55] introduced a trust model that focuses on
determining behaviour similarity between network nodes
through Jaccard distances. First a bipartite graph represen-
tation of the network is computed, and based on the edge
similarity, which ultimately expresses the trust relationship,
the similarity coefficient is computed to eliminate malicious
nodes. Tackling the problem of intrusion detection there are
also the works of Teng et al. [56] and Abhishek and Lim
[57]. Teng et al. [56] considered a Bayesian trust model
for direct trust, with a fuzzy-based indirect trust approach.
Additionally, the authors introduced a comprehensive trust
attribute denoting a weighted sum obtained from direct
and indirect trust. A trust path evaluation methodology was
considered to detect BH attacks. On the other hand, Abhishek
and Lim [57] proposed a sufficient statistical-based model for
trust computation, with an aggregation approach established
on weighted sums to fuse trust values. Additionally, a Gaus-
sian kernel-based similarity metric [81] was considered to
differentiate malicious nodes from benign ones.

Ren and Qin [58] proposed a trust fusion scheme that
combines the Jensen-Shannon divergence measure [82] with
an analytic hierarchy process to fuse decision factors.
The authors’ trust evaluation and fusion approach shows
promising results in terms of efficiency, scalability and
resilience from the theoretical analysis conducted.

Qureshi et al. [59] presented a Cumulative Trust Evaluation
based Efficient Technique (CTBET). CTBET fuses direct
and indirect trust values (i.e., computed using QoS statistics)
to protect IoT devices against OO or BM trust attacks.
Resistance against attacks also represented a focal point for
Jabeen et al. [60]. To combat trust attacks such as BM or
SB, a QoS based approach was undertaken to build their
trust model. Kalkan and Rasmussen [61] developed another
relevant framework titled Trust Framework for Service
Discovery (TruSD), in which trust-based service discovery
happens through a distributed hash table. Moreover, there is
also the work from Wang et al. [67], where a multilayered
TMM framework was introduced targeting trust at fog level
in IoT systems.

Focused on the fog level, there is likewise
Zhang et al. [62]. The authors explored the possibility to
detect at fog level hidden data manipulation attacks. Several
trust metrics were examined (e.g., QoS and routing metrics)
for outlier detection. Similarly, the authors of [63] developed
a fog-based distributed trust and reputation system based on
summed weighted trust metrics. Other similar approaches
based on statistical measurements and weighted sums are
[64], [65], and [66].

Bayesian and statistical models are equipped with the
necessary formalism to address both, direct and indirect trust
computation. Moreover, works like [59] and [79] go a step
further and combine the two trust values under a common
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TABLE 4. Overview of bayesian theory and statistical models. (✓- considered, ✗- not considered, ∼ - partial considered.)

global attribute, expressing a general or collective trust
perspective. Computational models such as [54] demonstrate
how traditional theory can be expanded with trust related
functionalities (e.g., penalty factors). Likewise, we observed
that the models analysed in this section, do not only approach
trust from a Bayesian or statistical point of view, but
rather merge this theory with other related methods (e.g.,
clustering [52], fuzzy theory [56]), similarity metrics (e.g.,
Jensen-Shannon divergence [58], Jaccard distance [55]) or
data processing techniques [53], [54].

B. CLUSTERING MODELS
Clustering solutions aid DWNs by providing a node grouping
mechanism on-top of the ad-hoc, dynamic infrastructure
[83]. In general, a clustering approach entails as a first
step a Cluster Head (CH) election procedure. The main
responsibility of a CH is to act as a cluster’s or group’s
leader, coordinating the communication in the current cluster
and forward necessary packets to neighbouring clusters.
By having multiple small clusters instead of a single one,
several networking improvements are achieved. The number
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of links that must be maintained by each cluster member
is reduced, energy consumption consecutively is improved,
therefore the network becomes more scalable, obtaining the
ability to dynamically update clusters as the number of nodes
increases or decreases.

Clustering has been a popular approach among researchers
for many years, resulting in a wide range of clustering
methodologies being developed [101]. Clusters are formed
based on a set of criteria and procedures. Some pop-
ular choices include connectivity models or hierarchical
clustering [102], centroid models such as k-means [103],
density-basedmodels [104], c-means or fuzzy c-means [105],
to mention a few. While the algorithms target clustering
analysis, they also paved the road for ad-hoc clustering
solutions. Ad-hoc network clustering received in the same
manner considerable attention, forming a consistent ground
of techniques addressing clustering problems. One of the
most well-known works in the field is Low Energy Adaptive
Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) developed by [106], where a
hierarchical clustering algorithm is offered aiming to reduce
the energy consumption of nodes. A similar solution, focused
on minimising energy consumption is that of [107] where
Hierarchical Energy-Efficient Distributed clustering (HEED)
was proposed. Other known methods are Power-Efficient
Gathering in Sensor Information Systems (PEGASIS) [108]
or Adaptive Power-aware ID-based Trust clustering (APIT)
[109]. A summary of trust clustering-based approaches is
depicted in Table 5.
A Stable and Centralized Trust-Based Clustering (Stab-

Trust) was proposed by Awan et al. [84] targeting VANETs.
In this work, the authors leverage a trust-based CH election
mechanism with the capability of isolating malicious nodes
from the cluster formation protocol. Another CH selection
mechanism was additionally offered by Saidi et al. [85].
A notable contribution of Saidi et al. [85] is the ability of
their method to isolate compromised or malicious CHs, while
preserving at the same time the network performance. On the
same topic, Amuthan and Arulmurugan [86] investigated the
possibility of applying a Semi-Markov scheme to improve
the network lifetime in the process of CH election. Lastly,
Veeraiah et al. [87] suggested fuzzy clustering as a promising
approach to select CH to aid in multi-hop routing, while
maintaining an optimal energy consumption.

In the direction of identifying misbehaving nodes, the
work of Montenegro et al. [88] successfully applied k-means
clustering for detecting anomalous un-trusted nodes. Fol-
lowing the same method, Ma et al. [89] proposed a
distributed consensus trust model to evaluate nodes trust-
worthiness. In their work, node misbehaving is detected via
k-means clustering. Targeting packet manipulation attacks,
Liu et al. [90] tackled a regression-based approach together
with a clustering algorithm to classify nodes as benign
or malicious. Yang et al. [91] investigated the problem
of outlier detection in WSNs with a fuzzy-based trust
evaluation methodology, to achieve a balance between energy
consumption and security in the CH election process.

Distinct from the aforementioned works, Padmaa et al. [92]
considered a model involving oppositional chaos game
optimisation clustering for cluster construction and leader
election. Lastly, Pedroso and Santos [93] tackled the problem
of false data injection attacks by designing a consensus-based
data filtering approach, where a clustering and a fault module
are entailed to solve the problem.

The data privacy and anonymity dimension involved in the
clustering process was addressed by Guo et al. [94]. In their
work, the authors focus on overcoming privacy issues by
adopting a K-anonymity [124] method to create anonymous
groups. Trust values are considered in group formation to
enforce an incentive-based cooperation mechanism between
nodes. Likewise, Farman et al. [95] proposed a privacy
oriented CH election algorithm. The selected CH serves as
a phantom node, aiding the network to load balance better
the network traffic.

C. ROUTING TRUST MODELS
The decentralised nature and the fact that ad-hoc wireless net-
works do not rely on a pre-existing infrastructure, motivated a
handful of researchers to investigate the problem of efficient
routing in this environment. While clustering algorithms
intend to provide a mechanism for node coordination and
network structure formation at application level, efficient
message routing represents the next step in network organ-
isation. The maturity of the field is shown by the numerous
papers published on this topic and the proposed extensions
of well-known protocols. Perkins et al. [125] designed
Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) by leveraging
distance vectors for mobile ad-hoc network routing, while
Johnson et al. [126] built Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)
following a source routing approach, where the source node
is responsible to decide where to forward the next packet.
Priory, Perkins and Bhagwat [127] introduced Destination-
Sequenced Distance-Vector Routing (DSDV), a protocol
based on the Bellman-Ford algorithm [128] and distance
vectors, which targets low mobility networks. Likewise, the
Temporally-Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) protocol
was proposed by Park and Corson [129], as a solution
based on the link-reversal algorithm for highly mobile ad-hoc
nodes.

Naturally, each protocol has its own advantages and
disadvantages, depending on a set of specific requirements.
Routing protocols in ad-hoc wireless networks evolved over
time, multiple variations of known protocols and newer
implementations appeared in the past years, having TMM as
a focal point. The additional novelty brought by TMM in
routing protocols is the aspect of allowing nodes to create
and maintain their own group of trustworthy neighbours with
which they can cooperate to safely move packets across the
network. Conversely, un-cooperative and malicious nodes
represent the main threat to the network well-being. Table 6
offers additional information on the works presented below.
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TABLE 5. Overview of trust-based clustering approaches. (✓- considered, ✗- not considered, ∼ - partially considered.)

TABLE 6. Overview of trust-based routing approaches. (✓- considered, ✗- not considered, ∼ - partially considered.)

One of the first works found in the time frame considered
in the present survey targeting trust-based routing, is that of
Qu et al. [110] where the authors analysed the possibility of

implementing a secure trust model-based routing approach
for mobile Peer-to-peer (P2P) networks, with the possi-
bility of identifying non-cooperative nodes using a cosine
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similarity method [130], [131]. Wang et al. [111] proposed a
cloud-assisted trust model to empower secure routing, where
the trust reasoning model leverages Petri nets to evaluate the
credibility of nodes. Additionally, the concept of trust entropy
is introduced as a decision making process to select routes
with least entropy for optimal packet transmission.

A notable work is that of Khan et al. [112]. Here, a Trust-
based Efficient Routing Scheme (ETERS) was proposed,
together with CH selection strategy. Thorough experimenta-
tion demonstrated the efficiency of ETERS against a wide
range of trust attacks. Additionally, their beta distribution
approach in ETERS is demonstrated to be sounder than
Gaussian or Dirichlet variations.

The problem of multi-hop routing was the focus for two
distinct works. Desai and Nene [113] introduced a normative
and an empirical trust evaluation routing approach. The
authors presented the concept of trust circles, used to evaluate
trust values over multiple hops. In parallel, Hilal et al. [114]
addressed further the problem of multi-hop routing by
designing Trust Aware Oppositional Sine Cosine-based
Multihop Routing (TAOSC-MHR). TAOSC-MHR is built
over a weighted clustering scheme to divide and create trusted
node clusters. After a CH is selected, TAOSC-MHR selects
the optimal multi-hop route with the help of an Oppositional
Based Learning method, and a Sine Cosine Optimization
algorithm [132]. In the same manner, link failure detection
is a critical aspect in multi-hop routing. Srividya et al. [115]
addressed this problem by introducing a weighted trust-based
end-to-end mechanism for link failure detection.

Energy consumption is a crucial consideration when
developing methods for sensor networks. Consequently, this
problem if often treated in ad-hoc routing. For example,
Khan et al. [116] developed ETERS. Like TAOSC-MHR,
ETERS entails first a CH selection process. Furthermore,
ETERS models trust based on the beta PDF, and additionally
incorporates an attenuation factor during trust evaluation
to better reflect the impact on trust of external factors.
In [117], the authors proposed Trust-Based Adaptive Genetic
Algorithm (TAGA) as an approach resilient to not only known
routing attacks, but also to trust attacks. While one of the
scopes of TAGA is to minimise energy consumption caused
by data transmission, TAGA further introduces a threshold
function for CH selection, an adaptive penalty factor in trust
computation, and a genetic algorithm to optimally find the
safest paths for the CH to route packets. Other works cover
energy related problems, such as [118], where the authors
conducted an analysis of energy attacks for the LEACH
protocol [106], and proposed an energy drainage detection
mechanism along a trust-based protocol for CH selection and
routing. Along with energy, resource consumption poses an
additional significant criteria while working with sensors.
This constraint was prioritised by Zhao and Srivastava [119],
where an opportunistic trust-based routing algorithm was
proposed. The intrusion detection aspect on routing protocols
was approached by two works. While the authors of [120]
addressed this topic by a false data injection detection

mechanism, Fayaz et al. [121] focused on identifying selfish
nodes intending to compromise the reputation of benign
nodes.

Sadayan and Ramaiah [122] combined the properties of
fuzzy logic in parallel with a Bayesian statistical model to
efficiently route packets in high mobility MANETs. While
fuzzy logic is employed to compute trust values, the Bayesian
model was consider to predict the next hop. Routing inmobile
networks was additionally explored by Bhende et al. [123].
The authors targeted VANETs, developing a method capable
of discovering unreliable (e.g., untrustworthy) vehicles in
packet routing.

D. BELIEF THEORY MODELS
The social aspect, together with the fact that trust is
deeply tangled with reasoning under uncertainty, made Belief
Theory (BT) a popular choice for researchers interested in
modelling trust in cooperativewireless networks. Also known
as Dempster-Shafer Theory (DST) of evidence [133], the
approach provides a robust framework helpful in representing
uncertainty and incomplete information, or in fusing multiple
sources of evidence under a single value. Rooted in Bayesian
theory, the main building block of the DST is the concept
of belief function, which ultimately is meant to assign a
degree of belief to a set of propositions. The degree of
belief is expressed as a numerical value in the range of
0 to 1, where 0 can expresses total disbelief, and 1 – total
certainty. Following this rationale, there is a parallel between
uncertainty or belief and trust.

In the domain of VANET, DST was considered as an
appropriate trust aggregation technique to compute global
trust scores by Sayed et al. [134]. Direct trust values are
computed based on the vehicle’s behaviour and are fused
together with propagated indirect trust values under a single
value. This final global trust value is utilised as a mechanism
to punish or reward benevolent and misbehaving vehicles.
In the same context and direction, the work of Bhargava
and Verma [135] leverages DST. Furthermore, the authors
introduced several functions to empower DST, such as a
penalty, forgetting, rewarding and uncertainty-based func-
tions. Lastly, the authors proposed an additional weight in the
process of trust update, denoted as a forgiving factor, that is
meant to stimulate positive behaviour when an untrusted node
starts to behave normally. Targeting Connected Autonomous
Vehicles (CAVs), Halla-aho et al. [136] offered a short work
with conceptual design for trust parameters of CAVs with
evaluation using DST.

The area of IoT and WSNs was likewise covered by
three distinct works. Misra et al. [137] proposed Secure
Range-based Localization with Evidence Theory (SecRET),
specifically targeting underwater sensors. SecRET enables
unlocalised sensors to find the most reliable nearby nodes by
leveraging a series of trust-based computations. To efficiently
compute trust values, trust metrics such as packets forwarded,
residual energy, indirect trust recommendations, and the
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TABLE 7. Overview of BT models. (✓- considered, ✗- not considered, ∼ - partially considered.)

consistency of data transmitted by neighbouring sensors are
considered. Ultimately, SecRET is an effective approach
strong against malicious nodes, capable of detecting faults in
uncooperative sensors.

Esposito et al. [138] combined the fusion properties
of DST over trust values with a game theory approach
and a decentralised ledger for trust management. Finally,
Rajavel et al. [139] developed Trust-Aware Pricing Scheme
for Edge-Based Mobile Sensor-Cloud (MobiTrust). It con-
siders a game theoretical pricing scheme to ensure trust in
the edge based on the Stackelberg game [140]. Furthermore,
MobiTrust provides a mobility-aware trust model based on a
Transferable Belief Model, which ultimately is an extension
of the DST.

Additional information about the works described above is
outlined in Table 7.

E. SUBJECTIVE LOGIC MODELS
Similarly to BT, SL offers a framework helpful when
reasoning under uncertainty is a necessity. SL combines
concepts brought from probabilities and logic, together with
aspects including uncertainty and subjectivity in decision
making [47]. SL defines a belief under the form of an opinion
metric, which manifests uncertainty and degrees of ignorance
about a subject (e.g., trust) [148]. An opinion in SL can
be expressed under many forms [47], but in general, it is a
function composed of four distinct states: belief, disbelief,
uncertainty, and a base rate. Furthermore, opinions can be
mapped to a beta PDF over binary events, where the PDF’s
arguments express the number of positive and negative past
observations.

SL defines a set of operators which can be applied to
work with opinions. The most frequently used operators
are the transitivity and fusion or consensus. By computing
a transitivity operation between two opinions, an agent A
(e.g., sensor) forms an opinion about C , using B’s opinion
of C . This is also known in the literature as a referral or
recommendation of opinion or trust. The fusion or consensus
operator has the purpose to merge two or more opinions,
possibly conflicting, under a single opinion to achieve
consensus.

These core features offered by SL are frequently leveraged
in the literature of TMM to solve trust related problems
in fields such as IoT or Social Internet of Things (SIoT).
Alemneh et al. [141] proposed SL as a basis for a two-way
TMM technique. The authors created the opportunity for IoT
nodes to evaluate the trustworthiness of service providers in
the IoT fog layer. To accomplish this, Alemneh et al. [141]
opted to use QoS related trust metrics (e.g., latency, packet
delivery ratio) and social-based ones (e.g., ownership, hon-
esty). Similarly,Wei et al. [142] proposed a bidirectional trust
model to address trust issues regarding service delegation
in IoT. Consequently, SL was considered adequate to help
isolate malicious service providers running at fog level from
benign ones.

The problem of identifying and isolating malicious agents
was likewise addressed by taking advantage of the properties
of SL. Al Muhtadi et al. [143] proposed an initialisation
method for SL to address the problem of cold-start. Their
approach sets initial opinion values for trusted nodes with a
belief set to 1, disbelief and uncertainty to 0. These initial val-
ues, together with a base rate of 1, eliminate the uncertainty
aspect, which would create dogmatic opinions for trusted
nodes in the end. Oliveira et al. [144] proposed ELECTRON,
a trust-based access control solution developed over SL,
capable of establishing trust groups using the interaction
between the nodes of an IoT network. Wang et al. [145]
tackled the subject of computing trust chains based on the
interactions between nodes in IoT, assessing in parallel
possible risks and threats that come up in IoT scenarios.
Regarding IoT threats, Prathapchandran and Janani [146]
opted to develop a solution tailored for sinkhole attacks (i.e.,
BH attack) where a Random Forest approach together with a
SL model is considered.

Additional information about the works described above is
summarised in Table 8.

F. FUZZY THEORY MODELS
Fuzzy theory represents the theoretical groundwork for fuzzy
logic [156]. While fuzzy logic deals with reasoning where
a fixed answer is not required, but only an approximation
of it, fuzzy theory on the other hand branches out into
computer science providing mechanisms for reasoning and
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TABLE 8. Overview of SL models. (✓- considered, ✗- not considered, ∼ - partially considered.)

TABLE 9. Overview of fuzzy theory models. (✓- considered, ✗- not considered, ∼ - partially considered.)

decision-making under uncertainty. Ultimately, fuzzy theory
offers a robust mathematical framework capable of working
with incomplete information by employing fuzzy sets and
logic. The concept of fuzzy sets encapsulates a group of
membership functions that map a set of input values to a
degree of membership in the fuzzy set. Consequently, the
degree of membership is a value in the range of 0 to 1,
where the first represents no membership, and the latter
full membership. The concepts behind fuzzy theory became
helpful when the system model cannot be described by
Boolean logic. As such, fuzzy theory grew into a potential
candidate in solving problems in numerous research fields,
such as natural language processing, industrial control
systems, artificial intelligence and decision making systems.

While providing a framework similar to the one offered
by DST, fuzzy theory found its application in the context
of TMM in a handful of papers and problems. An inter-
esting work was proposed by Ogundoyin and Kamil [149],
in which a fuzzy analytic hierarchical process technique
was considered appropriate to investigate the possibility of
identifying and prioritising trust parameters. Their study
indicated that the most prioritised parameter is QoS, while
the least prioritised is the trust recommendation.

Rahman et al. [150] considered a broker-based framework
for trust evaluation at network fog level. The scope of the
work is focused on determining the most trustworthy fog

node to fulfil user requests. Fuzzy logic is explored as
basis to evaluate trust in nodes by taking in consideration
trust metrics such as node availability, QoS, security, user
feedback, and cost. Plausibility, experience and node’s type
are several trust metrics considered by Soleymani et al. [151]
in their fuzzy trust model. Tailored for VANETs, the author’s
model deals with untrusted sources of events coming from
the vicinity of vehicles. The authors tested their model under
line of sight and none-line of sight VANET conditions.
Other trust metrics, for instance, distance, energy and relative
mobility were considered by Krishnaswamy andManvi [152]
in their fuzzy model. The scheme in [152] is accompanied
additionally by a simple XOR-based authentication scheme
as a preliminary step before determining node’s trust.

Secure approach for Smart city Environment by Accusa-
tion based List (Secure SEAL) was introduced by Simpson
and Nagarajan [153] as a promising solution to deal with
groups ofmalicious untrusted nodes colluding to compromise
a large scale IoT trusted network. The authors focused on
fuzzy theory to establish the trustworthy environment and
to ensure fast detection of colluding groups. Once tagged
as untrusted, nodes are isolated from the network, and at a
later time, a re-evaluation takes place to reconsider the node
trust. While the re-evaluation was considered as a mechanism
to limit accidental exclusion of normal nodes, a question
is raised on how the model proposed by [153] behaves in
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front of OO attacks, where a malicious node intentionally
switches between benign and malicious behaviour. Likewise,
Almogren et al. [155] focused their model on preventing one
specific TMM attack: SYB. In this attack a malicious actor
steals or claims the identity of a legitimate node for self
and biased advertising. Their fuzzy model evaluates trust by
considering node neighbourhood’s integrity, receptivity and
compatibility.

Additional information about the works described above is
recapitulated in Table 9.

G. MACHINE LEARNING MODELS
Machine Learning (ML) models are excellent in solving
TMM problems due to several properties they possess.
In general, TMM techniques intend to model the behaviour
of a set of network members to determine deviations from
a baseline, which in the end may be considered untrusted
behaviour. Similarly, ML models proved to be capable of
handling this task with ease with outlier/anomaly detection
or classification approaches [177]. A parallel can be made
between ML anomaly detection and determining the trust
level of a node in a network. Ultimately, untrusted nodes
represent the outliers or anomalies, while the trusted node
behaviour represents the baseline that must be learned by
the ML model. Consequently, this further implies data
availability for model training, in comparison to other TMM
models that do not require this step (e.g., Bayesian models,
DSTmodels). Besides outlier detection, behaviour modelling
and classification, ML models are considered in TMM trust
fusion, offering a potential solution of aggregating multiple
sources of data points under a common denominator. The
variety of MLmodels applied, and their targeted problem can
be observed in Table 10.
Huber and Kandah [157] offered a comparison of various

ML classification models (e.g., Decision Trees, KNN,
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Multi-layer Perceptron
(MLP)) to evaluate their efficiency in establishing a trusted
baseline behaviour of VANETs, to detect outlier (e.g.,
untrusted) behaviour. Similar models were also considered
by Hei et al. [158]. In their work, the authors considered a
decentralised learning approach, where federated learning is
combined with a decentralised ledger in the IoT environment.
While the ledger is used as a permissioned blockchain
to store and distribute detection alerts of attacks, several
ML models were analysed (e.g., MLP, Decision Trees,
Random Forest, SVM) in the context of federated learning.
Wang et al. [159] likewise investigated the possibility of
applying federated learning in the context of heterogeneous
VANET trust environments. Behavioural modelling was also
considered by Ma et al. [160], which entailed a Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) NN to build a baseline model trained
on QoS trust properties to detect similarities between the real
and modelled IoT devices.

Juneja et al. [161] focused on detecting energy related
trust attacks aiming to deplete nodes’ battery. Additionally,

the proposed approach intends to aid secure routing in
WSNs by avoiding malicious nodes. Another work using
this model proposed a Deep Q-Network algorithm with a
deep reinforcement learning model for task offloading trust
evaluation Tong et al. [162]. On a similar note, He et al. [163]
suggested a trust update mechanism based on reinforcement
learning targeting underwater acoustic sensor networks.
Lastly, the work of Lin et al. [164] considers reinforcement
learning as a data fusion approach. Their model is empowered
with a transfer learning algorithm to reduce training time
and a dynamic punish-reward mechanism to manage node
behaviour is provided.

On the topic of intrusion detection, the work of Bhor and
Kalla [165] employed a Taylor-spider monkey optimisation-
based belief NN trained on trust values. Similarly, with
a focus on detecting trust attacks, Magdich et al. [166]
considered a classification approach with feed-forward NNs.
Awan et al. [167] additionally addressed this challenge by
proposing a recurrent NN to predict malicious behaviour
of nodes in IoT. The approach showed relevant results
in detecting numerous trust attacks (e.g., BM, WW, SB).
Abdalzaher et al. [168] focused on attack detection, not
specific to TMM, and investigated the problem of detecting
jamming attacks in the context of IoT through an auto-
encoder-based approach.

Alqahtani et al. [169] proposed a modified trust-based
feed-forward NN to monitor IoT networks and protect them
against unauthorised access. El-Sayed et al. [170] considered
Feed-forward NN along a Decision Tree approach to evaluate
trust in the VANET ecosystem.

Zineddine [171] proposed a fuzzy-based NN combined
with a weighted weakest link algorithm to classify fog nodes
based on their trust values. The work showed promising
results with a model accuracy of 0.9996. A similar approach
was undertaken by [172] which considered a fuzzy neural
network for data fusion in IoT.

H. SOCIAL-BASED MODELS
Social inspired trust models aim to integrate trust concepts
(e.g., trust metrics) from disciplines such as Sociology,
Psychology or Economics in the domain of Information
Technology. In comparison to the models mentioned in
previous sections, which focus more on handling uncertainty
or dependability between past interactions, social-based
models intend to additionallymodel social trust factors raging
from confidence and experience to frequency and honesty [6].
In other words, social-based models incline to bring the
characteristics of human-to-human interactions in the digital
space. So far, the works identified on this topic in our survey
assume the presence of the human factor in the system, while
others are inspired by social phenomena in model design.
As an outcome, research fields like SIoT bring the social
aspect of human trust in conjunction with that of device-
to-device interaction in a hybrid environment. As seen in
Table 11 a handful of works investigated social-based trust
models.
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TABLE 10. Overview of machine learning models. (✓- considered, ✗- not considered, ∼ - partially considered.)

TABLE 11. Overview of social-based models (✓- considered, ✗- not considered, ∼ - partially considered).

The problem of message dissemination in the context of
social VANETs was investigated by Ullah et al. [178]. Here,
a trust and reputation mechanism to determine false adver-
tisements between vehicles was employed. To achieve this,
social ties were constructed and maintained between vehicles
by taking into consideration the vehicle behaviour, the

vehicle-to-vehicle interactions, and the vehicle contributions
to the network.

An interesting work was also brought up by
Jafarian et al. [179] that introduced Discriminative-aware
Trust Management (DATM), utilising a weighted-KNN
to aggregate ratings in a given time period on certain
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service providers in SIoT. It considers trust metrics such as
social similarity, importance of the service, and energy in
trust modelling. Ultimately, DATM isolates malicious IoT
objects to prevent discriminatory behaviour against trusted
objects. On a similar note, Alqahtani et al. [180] proposed
HadithTrust, where network peers and files are systematically
classified into multiple levels of trusts. Trust is determined
with set of narrators (e.g., trusted peers) advertising about a
specific neighbour or file. Peer behaviour or file content is
examined to determine trust levels together with information
dispersed by recommander nodes (i.e., narrators). TheHadith
concept is adopted from the muslim culture, and signifies a
source of reliable and credible information.

Mohammadi et al. [181] investigated the problem on
how to improve object and service discovery in IoT.
An optimisation decision theory was considered adequate for
the problem, that helps finding the optimal friend for an IoT
object. This approach showed reduced resource consumption
at the object level and simulation demonstrating pairing
services’ improvements in terms of average path length,
degree distribution of the network and the number of links
used.

Narang and Kar [182] considered a hybrid trust man-
agement framework to tackle the challenges of trust in
multi-vendor heterogeneous SIoT environments. By applying
a method called Probabilistic Neighbourhood Overlap, the
authors tried to estimate the social tie-strengths between node
connections. This method was applied over a social graph,
generated first from the connections between IoT users,
based on the interactions between the IoT objects. By fusing
together human interactions and device to device interactions,
the presented approach offered a trust management technique
capable of limiting resource overheads, by combining
a dynamic interaction-based assessment together with a
graph-based static one. Lastly, Latif [183] proposed Con-
Trust, a trust management method which considers the
system’s context when choosing and allocating jobs in SIoT.
To achieve this, the trust model considered trust metrics such
as job characteristics, object capabilities, honesty, and the
impact of possible malicious behaviour.

I. DECENTRALISED LEDGERS FOR TRUST MANAGEMENT
While the literature survey at hand does not focus primarily
on studies that use security techniques to achieve trust (e.g.,
trusted computing, software attestation), decentralised ledger
technologies represent an exception. As Table 12 depicts,
there is a high number of works in the literature, showcasing
decentralised ledgers as a management solution for trust,
through frameworks such as Hyperledger Fabric [185], [186],
[190], [210] or Tendermint [205]. Consequently, it was
considered adequate to include this domain in the survey,
to pinpoint its place in the context of trust management.

The main use-case of decentralised ledgers, or Blockchain
frameworks, mainly proposing to store and distribute data
across peers in the network. While certain security properties
are guaranteed by decentralised ledgers for data storage

(e.g., authenticity, non-repudiation), there is a limited amount
of works which analysed alternatives to data storage (e.g.,
distributed databases), or which provide performance mea-
surements of Blockchain representing a better alternative
to distributed data storage. An additional drawback of
Blockchain, and how it is applied, is that authors do not take
into consideration the fact that these ledgers mainly act as a
write-only database, without the ability to delete past entries.
Identity is an additional aspect covered by certain ledgers
(e.g., Hyperledger Indy) to manage decentralised identities.
Furthermore, identity is a crucial property of a TMMoriented
network, helping in network access control and mitigating
trust attacks (e.g., IMP).

There are two primary domains in which Blockchain is
frequently applied: VANETs and WANETs or IoT networks.
In both cases, edge nodes (e.g., sensor, vehicle) do not
interact directly with the ledger. In [184] on the other hand,
the authors proposed that vehicles to be Blockchain peers.
Alternatively, the Blockchain network is constructed at the
fog level, meaning that a gateway middleware handles the
sensor-to-ledger communication in the case of WANET, and
RSUs in the case of VANETs. In both domains, the focus is
put on secure information sharing across the network. The
shared information ranges from trust metrics [184], [185],
trust or reputation values [186], [187], [188], [189], and
blacklisting decisions for malicious or un-trustworthy node
identification [190], [191], [192], [193].
Another problem solved with decentralised ledgers is

secure sensor localisation. Goyat et al. [194] developed a
trust-based sensor localisation algorithm that takes advantage
of a ledger to enable beacon nodes to update their trust values.
Additionally, a proof-of-stake is considered for consensus
and block updates.

Mershad et al. [195] proposed a consensus mechanism
titled Proof of Accumulated Trust, where VANET RSUs are
dynamically elected as miners based on their accumulated
trust value. The problem of consensus from a perspective of
trust was also addressed by [196]. In this approach, consensus
candidates are required to check the trust levels of other
elected candidates to determine reciprocal trustworthiness.
Jiang et al. [197] introduced a reputation-driven consensus
model for Blockchain, meant to eliminate abnormal (e.g.,
untrustworthy) members that participate in the consen-
sus process. Ultimately, the scope of the work is to
reduce the probability that malicious individuals become
trusted nodes. Several other works offered different pos-
sibilities on including trust in consensus and proposed a
proof-of-x [198], [199].

J. QUANTITATIVE OVERVIEW
Nine TMM categories were identified, from which eight
target trust modelling, and one trust management (e.g.,
Section VI-I on decentralised ledgers). As depicted in
Figure 3, the most frequently seen approaches on solving
trust modelling problems are Bayesian theory and statis-
tical models, followed by ML. Even if uncertainty-based
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TABLE 12. Overview of decentralised ledgers methods for trust management. (✓- considered, ✗- not considered, ∼ - partially considered.)

frameworks such as DST or SL are suited for trust modelling,
in the time frame considered their popularity is lower

in comparison to Bayesian models or ML. As for trust
management, decentralised ledgers or Blockchain technology
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FIGURE 3. TMM categories with the total number of studies reviewed.

FIGURE 4. C1 evaluation index study distribution.

is frequently leveraged along a trust model to store and
distribute trust related information. For the first comparison
index C1, in Figure 4 it can be seen that 81 primary studies
offer an experimental comparison with the state-of-the-art,
while 8 only partially address this index, and 44 do not
consider this criteria in validating their proposed approach.

In Figure 5 C2 is displayed. Here, the majority of
the reviewed studies, with a total of 115, do conduct
performance measurements to demonstrate the feasibility of
their solution. While it is considered a general requirement
for an experimental assessment, the difference between C1
and C2 may hold the observation from Gómez Mármol and
Martínez Pérez [13] from over ten years ago, suggesting a
high number of studies offering experimental measurements
that are focused specifically on their method, lacking concrete
comparison to other works.

FIGURE 5. C2 evaluation index study distribution.

FIGURE 6. C3 evaluation index study distribution.

From Figure 6, where the third index C3 is presented,
we can draw the following conclusion. Since TMM offers
an additional layer of security over the existing communi-
cation infrastructure, with or without secure communication
channels, C3 intends to quantify the number of papers
that offer concrete experimentation against TMM attacks.
Otherwise, if these measurements or analysis is not provided,
it is challenging to evaluate the behaviour of the study
solution against threats. 64 studies conducted an experimental
assessment against TMMattacks, while 37 did not consider it,
as can be seen in Figure 6. Partially considered, in this context
means that the authors addressed this index but not entirely,
describing generic attacks, or only tackling small subset of
TMM attacks. This aspect is emphasised by Figure 7, where
the most frequently reported attacks are displayed. From this,
it can be concluded that there is a high number of papers
which do not mention any trust attacks. This number differs
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FIGURE 7. Most frequently reported trust attacks in the analysed studies.

from the result from C3 because of the presence of the
Generic attack.

In Figure 7, it can be observed that the most frequently
considered trust attacks are Selective Behaviour and Bad-
mouthing/Ballot stuffing, followed by On-Off and Sybil.
On the opposite side, the least considered trust attacks are
Impersonation, White washing and Collusion. The reason
why an Impersonation attack is not addressed may reside
in its similarity with the Sybil attack. In a Sybil attack,
an attacker claims or steals the identities of multiple
nodes to propagate false information in the network. For
Impersonation, the attack is limited in comparison to a
specific target. The same parallel can be made between Sybil
and Collusion, since the latter entails a group of malicious
nodes publishing altered information to decrease the trust
level in legitimate nodes.

K. PERFORMANCE METRICS
Comparison criteria C2 outlines for each primary study the
availability of model experiments, and performance analysis.
To better evaluate the efficiency of the primary studies,
we have extracted in Table 13 a series of performance
metrics. Here, the metrics considered are: detection delay,
accuracy (ACC), False positive rate (FPR), False negative
rate (FNR), True positive rate (TPR) (or recall), True negative
rate (TNR) (or specificity), and precision (PRC). We would
like to highlight that not all primary studies are mentioned in
Table 13, but only those addressing the considered metrics.
Moreover, the metrics are relevant to primary studies which
target the detection of untrusted nodes (e.g., detecting trust
threats, malicious nodes), while they could be less relevant
for methods which leverage trust for routing. Along these
metrics, the platform on which the evaluation was conducted
is mentioned. The performance metrics outlined in Table 13

were identified according to the following equations:

ACC =
TP+ TN

TP+ TN + FP+ FN
,

FPR =
FP

FP+ TN
= 1 − TNR,

FNR =
FN

FN + TP
,

TPR =
TP

TP+ FN
,

TNR =
TN

TN + FP
,

PRC =
TP

TP+ FP
.

The results obtained for each metric in Table 13 are
offered as values in the range of 0 to 100. Furthermore,
since there were cases in which multiple experiments were
conducted covering the same metric, we present the results
as an interval of two values, where the first value represents
the minimum value obtained, and the second represents the
maximum. Primary studies that did not define and measure
the performance metrics regarding the equations above, were
excluded. From a total number of 133 primary studies,
44 papers measured at least one performance metric. While
these metrics are fundamental in evaluating the effectiveness
of a model, a high number of studies do not address them.
This issue was pointed out by Gómez Mármol and Martínez
Pérez [13] as well, and it appears that the phenomenon still
persists in the literature. However, even if not addressing
these performance metrics, studies tend to measure compu-
tational overheads and complexities, communication delays
and overhead, with several model specific measurements.
While these experiments can represent a basis for model
validation, objective metrics must represent a requirement.

VII. DISCUSSION
We orient our discussion towards two distinct directions.
First, we discuss and identify the most suited TMM
approaches to solve trust issues in DWN. Secondly, we pro-
vide the answers to the RQs raised in this paper.

The research literature of TMM is at an inflection point.
As outlined in the quantitative overview, more precisely in
Figure 3, a part of the primary studies analysed adopted
techniques such a decentralised ledgers and machine learning
to solve TMM issues. While we can not deny the innovation
brought up by these methods, it is to state that their
applicability can be misleading. Decentralised ledgers (or
Blockchains) are frequently employed due to their intrinsic
cryptographic properties, disregarding the DWN communi-
cation and hardware requirements. They are proposed as a
solution since the ledger can act as a write-only tamper-proof
database. While this is true, alternative storage options (e.g.,
distributed databases, look-up tables) are not considered in
the literature. In TMMa node’s identity should be represented
by its trust values from a group of peers, and can be
accompanied by other cryptographic means.
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TABLE 13. Overview of TMM approaches’ performance metrics.
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TABLE 13. (Continued.) Overview of TMM approaches’ performance metrics.

Machine learning-based trust models are generally appli-
cable on DWN assisted by external cloud services. Exception
exists, where these models can run locally, such as VANETs,
since the underlying hardware is considered capable of
handling allocated tasks. In computationally restricted envi-
ronments (e.g., WSN, IoT, MANET), which require fast
computations with low resource overhead, Bayesian models,
Fuzzy Theory, Subjective logic or Belief Theory are the
most suited options. These modelling techniques follow
the initial philosophy on which the concept of TMM was
built, being capable to handle uncertain information that can
contain false information generated by possibly misbehaving
neighbours.

In continuation, we proceed with answering the raised
RQs. Our survey raised five RQs. The current section
discusses and provides answers to each question. The
RQs intended to cover general aspects of TMM, rang-
ing from the motivation and advantages behind TMM
techniques, to security implications and gaps in model
validation.

RQ1:What are the advantages, motivation, and objectives
behind TMM?

Answer: TMM is applied in ad-hoc DWNs to encourage
cooperation between network members, and to punish
disruptive behaviour manifested by malicious nodes. TMM
offers an additional layer of security over the existing
communication channels by constructing a trust network
where each network member is trusted to a degree by other
members. In a trust network, trust relationships are formed
based on first (e.g., direct trust) and second hand (e.g.,
indirect trust) interactions between the network members.
Moreover, from Section III and VI we can conclude that
TMM techniques are applied in routing, for finding the most
trustworthy path; in clustering to build and maintain trust
groups, or in intrusion detection to eliminate untrustworthy
nodes.

RQ 2: What are the most frequently applied TMM
methods?

Answer: In the time frame considered, our analysis points
out that the most applied trust modelling techniques are
models based on Bayesian theory and Statistics, followed by
ML. This is supported by the results in Figure 4. Furthermore,
we observed an increased number of papers adopting
decentralised ledgers as a trust management approach in
conjunction with a trust model (e.g., Section VI-I). Even so,
methods offering the capability to reason under uncertainty
(e.g., DST, SL), represent a suitable solution for trust
modelling. More insights are offered in Section VI-J. Along
trust modelling, there are approaches that build DWN
functionalities (e.g., routing, clustering) that leverage trust
values as their core reasoningmechanism. For example, in the
case of routing, the most trustworthy paths are selected to
forward packets, while for clustering, the node trusted by a
larger group of nodes is elected as CH.

RQ 3: What are the core components of a generic TMM
technique?

Answer: The work at hand addresses this RQ in two ways.
First, it synthesises TMM terminology under the form of an
ontology in Section IV-A. Secondly, it defines a general trust
model in Section IV-B, outlining the main components that
were identified across primary studies.

RQ 4: What is the security validation degree undertaken
by studies?

Answer: Our survey provides an answer to this RQ in
two ways. First, for each study analysed, the survey provides
the trust attacks considered, together with the degree of
validation against identified threats in the study experimental
assessment (i.e., by using C3 comparison index). From
C3 we reason that approximately 50% of studies conduct
security experiments against trust threats. On the other
hand, we found that 39 studies out of 133 do not consider
this aspect. Additionally, we observed the trend in the
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literature for experimental validation in controlled simulated
environments, as shown in Figure 5. This raises the inquiry
on the plausibility of TMM security and its application in real
life environments.

RQ 5: What are the security issues addressed by TMM in
the domain of DWNs?

Answer: It is noteworthy to mention again that the
current study was restricted to a period of three years
(2020-2022). Therefore, insights in the past works were
obtained from thoroughly researching past published surveys.
Even if there is a high diversity in TMM, the analysis
conducted brought forth several points brought up in past
surveys. First, as shown in Section VI-J, there is a gap in the
model validation. We consider that TMM approaches require
a strong experimental analysis in security and resistance
against TMM specific attacks. A second observation is
that most TMM methods are validated through simulation
as mentioned in RQ 4. Rarely, a model is deployed over
concrete hardware in a closer to reality environment. While
simulations can provide useful understanding of the model
behaviour, the literature lacks deployment of TMM methods
over real systems.

VIII. OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES
Thework at hand surveyed the concept of trust from the TMM
perspective. Ultimately, the main scope of TMM is to build
trust relationships in a group of nodes, and to ensure a degree
of security. The present systematic literature analysis brought
up several insights regarding the current research state of
TMM.

First, to improve the quality and real-life feasibility of
TMM methods, researchers must focus in the future on
thorough and comparable experimental assessments, with
application to real life environments.

Secondly, while conducting our literature review, we
observed a vast amount of environments in which experi-
ments were conducted, and a similar diversity in types of
experiments and measurements. As Table 13 showcases,
we can observe that the majority of primary studies adopted a
simulation environment for model validation purposes. Even
if Table 13 does not encapsulate all the surveyed primary
studies, the trend persists across the literature. At a first
glance over the TMM literature this may not impose a
problem, since a reader may discover a minor sight of the
whole literature. This problem is more significant since the
trend persists across the literature, raising the questioning on
the applicability of TMM techniques.

Finally, the next major milestone that must be reached
by the scientific community of TMM, is to pursue the
deployment of these approaches in real-life systems and
scenarios. This aspect is crucial, since we can not rely
only on simulation results to evaluate the effectiveness of
a TMM method. After deploying a TMM, the next hiccup
that must be overcome is translating the simulation validation
process conducted offline, into the real environment. This
does not only include performance analysis, but additionally

implementing and testing trust-based attacks. Only by going
in this direction, we can objectively evaluate the applicability
and feasibility of TMM methods and their contribution to
system security and decision making.

IX. CONCLUSION
The paper at hand offers a thorough literature survey on the
most recent TMM approaches in ad-hoc DWNs. The survey
covers over 130 research papers published in the time period
from 2020 to 2022. The studies subjected to the review were
identified, screened, filtered and analysed based on a RP. The
protocol was designed to provide a clear and concise view
for the reader over the review process execution. Prior to the
comparison analysis, we introduced and generalised the most
common terminology of TMM techniques as an ontology,
define the building blocks of a trust model, and pinpoint most
common TMM threats.

In the conducted analysis, we focused on comparing TMM
techniques from three distinct stands, enabling assessment of
the level of validation that was undertaken to validate each
study. As such, three comparison indexes were defined. The
first index (C1) points out if the efficiency of a study was
validated against known methods available in the literature.
The second index (C2) considers the aspect of performance
experimentation, while the third index (C3) undertakes the
factor of evaluation against TMM threats.

By taking into account the gaps raised in the related works,
the research questions raised in this paper, and the comparison
with the quantitative overview, the following conclusions can
be drawn. The major gap in the literature in the time frame
considered remains mainly in model evaluation against trust
attacks and threats. This aspect makes it challenging to judge
the model’s viability and efficiency in contrast with other
related techniques. Additionally, we have observed that a
higher importance is put in research papers on experimental
assessments, with or without a comparison against state-
of-the-art. This aspect in conjunction with the number of
modelling techniques available to tackle the problem of trust,
makes it problematic to assess and compare TMM methods
if they do not have similar approaches.
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